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INTRODUCTION

Why do we love?  One physicist gives us the evolutionary perspective, ‘Biologically, love is a 
powerful neurological condition like hunger or thirst, only more permanent. We talk about 
love being blind or unconditional, in the sense that we have no control over it. But then, that
is not so surprising since love is basically chemistry. While lust is a temporary passionate 
sexual desire involving the increased release of chemicals such as testosterone and 
oestrogen, in true love, or attachment and bonding, the brain can release a whole set of 
chemicals: pheromones, dopamine, norepinephrine, serotonin, oxytocin and vasopressin. 
However, from an evolutionary perspective, love can be viewed as a survival tool – a 
mechanism we have evolved to promote long-term relationships, mutual defence and 
parental support of children and to promote feelings of safety and security.’1  Evolution 
teaches us that love is not essential to our humanity but an evolved necessity for survival; 
Christianity teaches that love, and especially marital love is part of our make up because we 
are made in God’s image, and God is love, and we are made for marriage.

‘What is love?’ was the most google searched phrase in 2012 and reveals to us that our 
generation is ignorant to what love is.  The rising divorce rate is another testimony to the 
universal inability of this generation to define love.  The definition of love that most people 
have is totally ignorant.  Today, because of the media driven romance culture we live in love 
is perceived as an emotion but not also as commitment.  Real love does not sell movie 
tickets and keep audiences rooted to their seats and coming back for more.  No one would 
go to a movie about a 60 year marriage as the many boring routines, unemotional 
interactions, regular small sacrifices, and the hum drum enduring commitment yields a real 
achievement of 60 years of marriage.  Love without commitment is nothing more than 
obsession or infatuation.  Commitment without passion is drudgery.  True love is a life-long 
commitment in marriage that offers protection for emotions to ebb and flow and an 
environment for their nurture.  
This naiveté has led to love having the same shelf life as the honeymoon stage of any 
relationship.  The initial spurt of attraction and emotion, the part portrayed in movies, and 
can have the effect of heady drugs is equated with love.  This means that when your spouse
starts to get older, when their faults make your life uncomfortable, when those character 
traits that attracted you now repel you, and that initial cocktail of intoxicating emotion 
wanes you will think that you are no longer in love.   
Love in our culture has become sexualized.  Sexual intimacy is no longer a gift of service to 
your spouse but a demand that dominates the foreground of marriage.  In our narcissistic 

1 http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/dec/13/what-is-love-five-theories



porn obsessed culture sexual intimacy is no longer one of the many ways we show love but 
nearly equated with love itself.  70% of marriages are failing because of failure in the sexual
relationship.  Sexual compatibility is now on the pre-marriage check list of modern couples.  
Instead of being something that a couple can grow in throughout their marriage sexual 
competency is an entrance exam.  This is just another way where pleasure and selfishness 
have redefined love and marriage.
Love is no longer defined in terms of grace either.  ‘If you don’t give to me then I won’t give 
to you.’  Love has become conditional.  Marriage is sought as a way of bettering yourself and
not another and so divorce is an easy ejection seat if you finds all your needs are not being 
met.  
All of these definitions of love are shown to be bankrupt as we look at how Paul defines love
in marriage in Ephesians 5:25, ‘Husbands, love your wives, as Christ loved the church and 
gave himself up for her.’  Today we will allow Paul to define and describe love as we seek to 
remind ourselves what love is.

Defining love

In the Greek language there are various words for love.  Eros, which speaks generally of 
romantic/sexual love.  Storge, which speaks generally of family love, Phileo, which speaks 
generally of brotherly love, and Agape, which speaks generally of sacrificial love.  In English 
we only have one word which can mean almost anything.  We can love ice cream, country 
music, our children, God, sunsets, and our dog.  In each case we mean different things.  So 
our English can range in meaning from relish, enjoy, am deeply committed to, will die for, 
delight in, and am affectionate towards, etc.  So when the Bible commands us to love, what 
does it mean?  Ephesians 5:25 gives us a definition, ‘as Christ loved the Church and gave 
Himself up for her.’  Paul speaking in the past tense is referring specifically to the work of 
Christ on the cross.  Another is 1 John 3:16 (ESV), “By this we know love, that he laid down 
his life for us, and we ought to lay down our lives for the brothers.”  The greatest act of 
sacrifice the universe has ever seen is the sacrifice of Jesus Christ laying down his life for us,
his enemies.  So love, if defined by God in action in Christ, is sacrificing for others, in 
marriage it is sacrificing for your spouse.  

This is radical stuff!  We normally love things that give us pleasure, so we say things like, I 
love sex, alcohol, dancing, music, my girlfriend, etc.  And in each case what we mean is, I 
love the pleasure these things give me.  That is simply loving yourself, and is not love as the
Bible describes it here.  Biblical love is not measured by how much you enjoy a thing, but by
how much you are willing to sacrifice for it.  A young husband and wife are madly in love 
and enjoying one another deeply, after two or three years, the thrill subsides, you no longer 
excite each other as you used to, the spark is gone.  Many people interpret it this way.  ‘I 
don’t love you anymore’.  But what they are actually saying is, ‘I have gotten used to you, 
you are no longer a novelty that provokes a wild response in me, so because I am not 
enjoying you anymore, I don’t love you anymore’.  That is measuring love by how much you 
enjoy a thing.  But Biblical love looks like this.  ‘We have been together for a while, like all 
things the novelty has worn off, but because I love you, I am not going to allow my devotion
to you to depend on my feelings and how much you give to me.  For better or worse 



through the times I am relishing our relationship, and the times that we are coasting, I will 
continue to give in time, service, romance, affection, etc.’  Love that is based on grace, 
unmerited love, unconditional love, this is what true love is.  This form of love protects you 
from making an idol of your spouse.  You see at the heart of idolatry is making a god of 
something in order that it can be manipulated and controlled to serve you.  To love like 
Christ is not to try and control and extract your pleasure but to give and serve for another’s 
pleasure.  

Describing love

Let’s turn our attention to Paul’s list in 1 Cor. 13 to concretize what this love will look like in 
marriage.  Love is patient and kind’.  These words must all be taken together to get the full 
meaning.  Some people are able to be patient, but after they have been patient for a while, 
that’s it they’ve had it, they become a grumpy bear.  Well this text tells us that after bearing 
long, after having put up with as much as one can, you are still kind.  After you have been 
putting up with a lot, you have kind words to give, a kind face to look into, a kind attitude 
towards those that you have been putting up with.  True love is not patient for a while, but 
patient and then patient some more, still kind.  This means love controls it’s temper.  Often 
after a long and hard day at work it is easy to come home and take out your frustrations on 
your family, daring anyone to put one foot wrong so that you can fly off the handle.  Love is 
patient with all the longsuffering at work, and when it gets home, it is still trying, and is kind
to all at home.

‘Love does not envy or boast’.  Envy is when you want something that someone else has, 
but Paul teaches us that love is rejoicing with those who rejoice.  God is your portion you 
have all you need in His love and salvation and are now in a position of riches not poverty 
and can rejoice in your spouse’s blessings.  Can you be genuinely happy for your spouse, or 
do you grudge their happiness because you want it for yourself? That is envy.  Love is 
selfless and seeks the other persons benefit, and is grateful that others experience blessing 
too.  Boasting is to rejoice in what you have that others don’t, rubbing their noses in the fact
that they don’t have and that you do.  Love does not want to provoke envy in others with 
boasting, it is discreet.  In our pride we love to have on over another and so flaunt our 
privilege.  One who is loved by God knows everything is a gift and will not seek to make 
another envious.

‘It is not arrogant or rude’.  Arrogance is the opposite of humility.  Humility is to have an 
honest estimation of what you are, arrogance, or pride, is to have an inflated estimate of 
who you are.  The result is that you think that you are better than your spouse, this results 
in rudeness.  Where you treat them without value as if they are not as important as you.  
You do not offer them common courtesy because they are not worth it.  Paul encourages us 
not to be arrogant but to consider others better than ourselves, not to be rude but the 
servant of all.  A good test for arrogance is to think about how you responded the last time 
you were insulted or criticised.  The humble person knows that they are worse than anyone 
knows and any insult of criticism is wide of the truth.  But the proud person cannot stand 
any criticism or insult and reacts badly.  



‘It does not insist on its own way’.  The opposite to love is selfishness, and another name for
selfishness is sin.  Sin and love are opposites, and are governed by opposing principles.  Sin 
says, ‘I, Me, Mine, Myself’.  It sings, ‘I did it my way’.  My desires before anyone else’s, my 
satisfaction first, and this is the heart that we are all born with.  We are born with the 
instinct to put self first, a sinful nature.  However, there is hope.  Christ models one who has
every right to insist on His way giving up His rights to serve us.  The Bible also holds out the
possibility of a rescue from the power of sin.  Jesus Christ died to overcome sin, and when 
we put our faith in him, he cleanses us, giving us a new inner compulsion which will war 
against the sin nature, and the Holy Spirit who is by very nature love indwells us to influence
and grow us into God’s perfect image of love.  The Christian life can be characterised as the 
war between love and sin.  Before we committed our lives to Christ, we were governed by 
sin and self.  And now that Jesus is our Lord and not our desires, we are seeking to follow 
the Spirit by walking in love, putting to death the ways of the old nature.  There is a strange
paradox in living the Christian life.  Sin is a liar who gives empty promises, sin says, ‘give in 
to me, fulfil yourself, the true path of happiness lies in self-fulfilment’, so you give in to 
temptation and you are left with a wounded conscience and an unsatisfied desire.  But love 
on the other hand looks hard, it looks sacrificial and difficult, but when we love we 
experience true satisfaction and fulfilment.  Jesus said, ‘it is more blessed to give than to 
receive’ and it is true.  So love is not selfish.

‘Love is not irritable or resentful’.  An irritant is something that spoils a perfectly good 
situation.  There we are going along our own way, contenting ourselves with our pet desires.
All of a sudden along comes someone who needs money that you are presently spending on
something else, or had saved up for something else.  Along comes a person that puts your 
timetable out, and now you will have to delay the pleasure you were planning for yourself, 
or have to take a long detour.  Irritation/being easily angered is the effect.  This usually 
happens when someone intrudes and disturbs the equilibrium of our pleasure driven lives.  
Love is predisposed towards other people, and doesn’t have self as the centre.  When 
someone you love makes a demand on your time or energies you are more than happy to 
oblige.  The trouble is we love pleasure more than we love people.  The same selfish heart 
which makes us lazy in helping others makes us irritated/easily angered when a needy 
person comes along.  This results in resentment/keeping a record of wrongs, because you 
then grudge the person your time and effort, and if you do, do them a favour it will be with 
an attitude that lets them know that they are putting you out.  Love has amnesia, it forgets 
very easily.  How low on love for others we are.

‘It does not rejoice at wrongdoing, but rejoices with the truth’.  Love has often been used as
an excuse to condone adultery, lying, stealing, and even murder, but Paul is telling us here 
that love is not a mere sentimental notion but has a moral core.  Which morality you might 
ask?  God’s law.  God does not call love that rush of emotion that takes people into adultery,
God calls love the commitment to say no to adultery when someone is throwing themselves 
at you.  True Biblical love has a conscience.



Paul has made his point regarding love, and is now summing up what he has been saying.  
And so he ends by removing the ‘if’ from love.  Some people will love their wives ‘if’ they 
love them first.  Some will love their enemies ‘if’ they apologize.  Some will love their 
neighbours ‘if’ it doesn’t cost too much, and ‘if’ it is not indefinitely.  Paul takes this if away 
and says, ‘Love bears all things, believes all things, hopes all things, endures all things.  
Love never ends.’  Love is not like a tuxedo that you only wear on special occasions it is for 
‘all things’.  Love is not something like work that you can take a holiday from, it ‘never ends’.
If you want to know when you can stop loving, the answer is, when you have loved as much
as God has.  He has created you to be a reflection of him, and we fall short of that image 
until we love like he does.

Love will bear any burden for the one it loves.  The word ‘stego’, can mean either bear or 
protect.  You have heard stories of people who have been willing to brave snow storms to 
get aid for their injured loved ones up in the mountains, that is bearing all things.  Love is 
not suspicious of people and does not leap to think the worst, but believes all things.  It 
gives the benefit of the doubt, and does not react to people according to prejudice and 
assumption.  Love also hopes all things, seeing the best in people, standing by them, 
encouraging them, not shooting them down with discouragement before they have even 
started.  It is self talking when we offer our opinions of someone’s inability before they have 
even begun.  This does not mean that a loving person is not allowed to be a critical thinker, 
it just means that they don’t have a critical disposition.  And if the person fails it will not be 
the first to say ‘I told you so’, no they will be genuinely disappointed because they were 
hoping for the best for them.  Love endures all things, meaning it will pay any price for 
another.  When we raise our children we endure a lot from them because we love them, this
is the tolerance we are to have towards our others as well, whether it is a bad driver, an 
inconsiderate house guest, a drunk, or an enemy.  Love puts up with a lot, all things.
And love never ends, that means that love is patient and kind forever, it never envies or 
boasts, it is never arrogant or rude, it is never self seeking, irritable or resentful.  It never 
delights in evil, always loves the good.  Bears, believes, hope and endures all things always. 
Love is not for the fainthearted, it is hard work in a world that serves self, and with a nature 
that constantly points us in the opposite direction.

Paul calls upon husbands to be leaders in this way.  Paul calls upon husbands to set the tone
for marriage with sacrificial service.  Male headship would not be a burden and a worry to 
wives if men would love like this.  Let me end with an example of this Christlike sacrificial 
love in action.  

‘Robertson McQuilkin, a leader not only of his home but of the evangelical world, was, until 
1990, President of Columbia Bible College and Seminary.  He resigned from the presidency 
because his wife, Muriel, afflicted with Alzheimer’s disease needed his care.
During his last two years as president, Mcquilkin wrote that it was increasingly difficult to 
keep Muriel at home.  When she was with him she was content, but without him she 
became distressed and panic-stricken.  Though the walk from their home to the school was 
a mile round-trip, she often tried to follow him to the office.  Seeking him over and over, she
sometimes made the trip ten times a day.  When he took her shoes off at night, McQuilkin 



found her feet bloodied from all the walking.  Washing her feet prepared him for what most 
saw as an even more Christlike act—sacrificing his position to take care of her.’


